Getting started with Leap Motion on your VR Headset

1. Download the latest software from developer.leapmotion.com

2. Make sure that the surface of your VR headset is fully cleaned and dry. We recommend using rubbing alcohol and a clean cloth.

3. The goal is to mount the VR Developer Mount as close to the center of your VR headset as possible, and to have the Leap Motion Controller positioned approximately where your eyes would look out from the headset.

4. To align the VR Developer Mount horizontally, use the small downward-pointing triangle to center the track piece horizontally on the VR headset. (Fig. 1)

5. To align the VR Developer Mount vertically, use the two downward angles of the track piece as reference points for straight mounting. (Fig. 2)

6. Once the VR Developer Mount is positioned to your liking, firmly press the adhesive track piece into place, ensuring full contact over the entire surface. For best results, allow at least 1 hour for the mount to adhere to the surface.

* To remove the track piece, slowly peel the adhesive back away from the VR headset. You may use a hairdryer to soften the adhesive. Do not use a heat gun, which can damage the headset or mount. Please note the adhesive cannot be reused once removed.